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Between 1934 and 1942, the Nazi leisure organization Kraft durch Freude staged 
roughly 4,000 Fabrikausstellungen [“factory exhibitions”] in companies across 
Germany. These exhibitions featured professionally-made artworks, consumer 
products, and, in many cases, employee-made arts and crafts. 
To an extent, the Fabrikausstellungen had a basic function that overlapped with 
countless industrial exhibitions: to market industrially-manufactured products to end-
consumers (in this case, to workers, as end-consumers). Yet the 
Fabrikausstellungen also departed from conventional industrial exhibitions in their 
attempt to get workers to draw direct parallels between the objects on display and the 
products these workers helped manufacture in the factories where the shows took 
place. Moreover, employees were encouraged to hand-make arts and crafts of their 
own, which were frequently displayed in the shows for fellow workers. 
My paper probes what was ideologically at stake in this particular form of “industrial 
exhibition.” I do so in part by focusing on two fundamental features of the 
Fabrikausstellungen: their location and the high degree of involvement employees 
assumed in making objects for these shows. However, I am particularly interested in 
accounting for how gender stereotypes and roles inflected the ways these exhibitions 
sought to address workers. As I argue, highly gendered discourse about employee-
made objects, together with the ways industrially-made housewares were marketed 
to female employees, became crucial to reaffirming gender roles at key historical 
moments when these roles had to become more flexible. Additionally, I suggest that 
the exhibitions directly implicated female workers in extending Nazi ideology into the 
home—by encouraging these workers to buy and make objects for their own homes; 
by conflating the distinctions between home and work; and by framing the acts of 
making and buying as crucial to “marking the Germanʼs immediate environment in a 
German way,” as one influential contemporary designer put it. 
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